
First Test: 

Sig figs, round to least precise. 

Kinematics: 

Second test: 



Relativity: 



Everything since relativity: 

Torque = I * a. Where I is moment of inertia and a is angular acceleration. This is 
equivalent to f=ma. 
         Torque = F*r*sin(theta). Direction of torque is given by right hand rule.

Angular frequency: how many full rotations occur per time. Period is the inverse. 
Should know the formula f=omega/2pi. 

Instantaneous linear velocity: omega*r. 

Energy pure rotation: 

Rolling energy: 

Angular momentum, L, is  where omega is angular velocity about the 
axis. 



Period of oscillation for rod+ball system swinging under gravity:  T = 2*pi*sqrt(I/
mg*L_cm)

Direction of angular velocity is given by right hand rule. Curl fingers along direction 
of spin. 

For a door rotating on its hinges, the I_about hinge = m*L^3 / 3

Moments of Inertia: 
Hollow cylinder: 

1/2 M (m_o^2 + m_i^2). 
Uniform sphere: 

2/5 M R^2 
Uniform ring: 

MR^2 
Uniform disk/cylinder: 

1/2MR^2 
Uniform Rod about center: 

1/12 ML^2 
Uniform Rod about end: 

1/3 ML^2

Circular orbit of r around mass M, 



Spring constant k, angular frequency (how many crests per second in radians): 

Period: 

Convert to Hz with; 

Simple harmonic motion: 



Speed of wave on string: v=sqrt(Ftension/(total mass/total length))

Destructive interference: Happens when one is positive amplitude and one is negative.  
the waves actually aren’t destroyed, they will continue along exactly as they did before 
they met. 

Constructive interference: Happens when both are in the same direction. They will 
momentarily add together and then continue to pass through each other. 

Standing waves: if you are oscillating at a multiple of one half the wavelength of the 
wave, then you’ll have a standing wave. Distance between nodes and antinodes is 
wavelength/2. 

v of wave = wavelength * frequency. 

Doppler shift: frequency = f_0 ( c+v_r / c+v_s). Where v_r positive when moving 
towards source. v_s positive when moving away from receiver. 




